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ÉTÉ 2021, THE SUMMER BY DADA 
SPORT IS AN ODE TO NATURE.
LUMINOUS AND DEEP COLORS, 
ELEGANT AND UNIQUE CUTS. 
FEMININE AND TIMELESS PIECES THAT 
FOLLOW EACH WOMAN, RIDER, DAY 
AFTER DAY. 

SAME DNA AS ALWAYS, PROVIDING 
THE MOST QUALITATIVE AND 
TECHNICAL PRODUCTS : NEW 
REFERENCES COMPATIBLE WITH THE 
ZIP’IN AIRBAGS, NEW COLOR TONES.





TEMPO
RAINCOAT AIRBAG COMPATIBLE

été 2021

TEMPO / TERRACOTTA - 3000000006061



Tempo, the elegant, particularly feminine 
raincoat compatible with the Zip'in2 airbag.
"Riding is an outdoor sport", we agree 100%. 
Tempo is an essential piece for mid-season. 
The rain will flow on its waxed fabric, it will also 
protect you from the wind, the mesh inserts 
under the arms will allow to wick away the 
humidity. 
Its hood surrounded by nice cords is removable 
to have the choice to ride with or without.
This jacket is available in navy and terracotta.
Terracotta, is a color inspired by the earth, its 
subtle orange reflections are warm, luminous and 
flattering for all skin tones.
The combination with white, cream, pale pink, 
blue tones will sublimate a classic silhouette.





GIOVANI
RIDING PANTS

GIOVANI /TERRACOTTA - 3000000005125

été 2021



Giovani, the iconic Dada Sport pants comes in 
Terracotta.
Terracotta, this color is so elegant. Inspired by the 
earth, its subtle orange reflections. Magnificent with 
a nice pair of brown boots.



PINTO
SWEATSHIRT

PINTO / ECRU - 3000000005996

été 2021



Souvenir of a trip to the Bardenas desert.
This photo was chosen for everything it evokes: 
passion, freedom and that little bit of wildness. 
We love it. 
This sweatshirt is available in washed black 
underlined by a Dada Sport sage embroidery, 
and in ecru underlined by a Baltic color 
embroidery.



KIT
RIDING PANTS

KIT / TERRACOTTA - 3000000005521

été 2021



Kit,  the  high waist iconic  Dada  Sport  
pants  comes  in Terracotta.
Terracotta,  this  color  is  so  elegant.  
Inspired  by  the earth, its subtle orange 
reflections. Magnificent with a nice pair 
of brown boots.



KINO
RAINCOAT

KINO / TERRACOTTA - 3000000001110

été 2021



We all need a  raincoat in our wardrobe. 
Kino is the one we can wear to go at 
the stables or at the office. It comes in 
terracotta colors and brings light to rainy 
days.



ALBI
SHIRT

ALBI / TERRACOTTA - 3000000001967

été 2021



Albi, the essential of a woman's wardrobe! 
Light, fluid, stretch shirt, it is the piece 
extremely easy to associate.
We like the idea of associating the 
technicality of a technical top with the 
elegance of a shirt. That's why we love to 
wear it with riding pants when training.
Of course, it is also perfect with a pair of jeans, 
shorts, skirt ... It's a basic, we told you that ;)

This summer, Albi is declined in a unique print 
that we have developed. The "Portofino" print 
evokes the 50s/60s, the Italian Mediterranean 
coast, the sun, the light reflected on the sea. 
A pattern that we love!



SULTANE
VISOR

SULTANE / ECRU - 3000000001271

DAKOTA
BELT

DAKOTA / TERRACOTTA- 1000000002898

été 2021





TEMPO
RAINCOAT AIRBAG COMPATIBLE

TEMPO / NAVY BLUE - 3000000006061

été 2021



Tempo, the elegant, particularly feminine 
raincoat compatible with the Zip'in2 airbag.
"Riding is an outdoor sport", we agree 100%. 
Tempo is an essential piece for mid-season. 
The rain will flow on its waxed fabric, it will also 
protect you from the wind, the mesh inserts 
under the arms will allow to wick away the 
humidity. 
Its hood surrounded by nice cords is removable 
to have the choice to ride with or without.
This jacket is available in navy and terracotta.





GIOVANI
RIDING PANTS

GIOVANI / SAGE - 3000000005125

été 2021



Giovani, the iconic Dada Sport pants is available 
in sage in limited edition.
This color evokes nature, calm, the tranquility of 
a summer morning. 
Wonderfully soothing, this color is also practical: 
it will make dust marks invisible.



PINTO
SWEATSHIRT

PINTO / BLACK - 3000000005996

été 2021



Souvenir of a trip to the Bardenas desert.
This photo was chosen for everything it evokes: 
passion, freedom and that little bit of wildness. 
We love it. 
This sweatshirt is available in washed black 
underlined by a Dada Sport sage embroidery, 
and in ecru underlined by a Baltic color 
embroidery.





KIT
RIDING PANTS

KIT / SAGE - 3000000005521

été 2021



Kit, the high waist iconic Dada Sport pants 
comes in sage green in limited edition.
This color evokes nature, calm, the tranquility of 
a summer morning. 
Wonderfully soothing, this color is also practical: 
it will make dust marks invisible.



BARDENAS
T-SHIRT

BARDENAS / BLACK - 3000000005002

été 2021



Souvenir of a trip to the Bardenas desert.
This photo was chosen for everything it evokes: 
passion, freedom and that little bit of wildness. 
We love it. 
Available in t-shirt and sweatshirt.



ALBI
SHIRT

ALBI / BALTIC - 3000000001967

été 2021



Albi, the essential of a woman's wardrobe! 
Light, fluid, stretch shirt, it is the piece 
extremely easy to associate.
We like the idea of associating the 
technicality of a technical top with the 
elegance of a shirt. That's why we love to 
wear it with riding pants when training.
Of course, it is also perfect with a pair of jeans, 
shorts, skirt ... It's a basic, we told you that.

This summer, Albi is declined in a unique print 
that we have developed. The "Portofino" print 
evokes the 50s/60s, the Italian Mediterranean 
coast, the sun, the light reflected on the sea. 
A pattern that we love!



TARA
CAP

TARA / NAVY BLUE - 3000000001233

été 2021



Tara, the cap, wardrobe essential for summer.
In navy or ecru. Classic and timeless.



KINO 
RAINCOAT

ALBI
SHIRT

SULTANE
VISOR

TEMPO
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SHOP NOW
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